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Bürger, Bürgertum, Bürgerlichkeit (english version)
by Manfred Hettling

A Basic Historical Concept
From the time the term Bürger[1] emerged in antiquity until the transition to
modernity, the core of its definition has referred to a polity's political
configuration. Since the eighteenth century, however, a complex array of political,
economic, and cultural conditions have been integrated into the concept. When
the term arose historically in ancient Greece in the classical period, it described
the community of those who lived together in the city within a specific legal form:
the "body of citizens" that lived within and under the conditions defined by a
specific political constitution. This special form of community was characterized
by the fact that, in the "society of citizens" (Greek: koinōnía politikḗ; Latin
societas civilis), all legitimate members governed and were governed at the same
time. This is what distinguishes the society of Bürger from other forms of rule,
which distinguish categorically between the rulers and those who are being ruled
over.[2] Historically, the beginnings of the term citizen can be identified in Greek
antiquity. Regionally, it spread from the beginnings on the Greek peninsula to
Rome and the Roman Empire by way of medieval town and city privileges to
other European cities and then in the course of state building in the early
modern era to the emerging nation-states and to North America.
The term Bürger thus refers to a basic historical concept, both territorially and
historically, which developed in "old Europe" and referred to political
configurations and political participation. Since the eighteenth century, the term
has been expanded to include social and cultural dimensions and only as a result
of this development has it also become a characterization of one's own or other
people's way of life. This extended connotation meant and means that the term
can be adapted to fit new situations, but it has also promoted the formation of
new political and polemical confrontations. The dissemination of the term beyond
the "West" can also be interpreted as an indication of its persistent potential.
The American War of Independence against British rule in the eighteenth century
and the French Revolution of 1789 underlined the concept's potentially
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anti-authoritarian and revolutionary dimensions. During Japan's reform process,
which began in the late nineteenth century, the term and its derivatives were, in
contrast, adapted to modernize and stabilize traditional rule. [3]
Before an analysis of the phenomenon itself can be undertaken, first the term
Bürger and its semantic tradition must therefore be examined. In this text, a
more precise understanding and a diachronic survey will be developed by
examining encyclopedia definitions of the term Bürger. In a second step, the
term Bürgertum will be considered as a social formation that did not emerge
until the late eighteenth century and arose from the "Bürgerstand" (estate of the
Bürger) and through the integration of new occupational groups. The integration
of these diverse middle classes to yield a specific social formation – one that
generally was conscious of itself as a social phenomenon, developed strategies
for distinguishing itself from those above and below, and yet had permeable
boundaries in both directions – was based, thirdly, on a unique cultural model of
Bürgerlichkeit, the way of life of the Bürger.

Bürger as a Fundamental Historical Concept Referring to a Political
and Social Constellation
In analyzing historical concepts, it is useful to distinguish between analytical
approaches, on the one hand, and, on the other, the function of a concept as a
self-description or a description used by others. The semantics of the term
Bürger and the sphere of meanings associated with it as well as the fundamental
structures of the relationships they refer to have grown, like the rings of a tree.
We can discern three historical epochs, as simplified ideal-types in the Weberian
sense, in which various analytical dimensions were formed.
Since antiquity, the political dimension has been the constitutive and essential
element of the term Bürger. The term denotes a specific form of political rule and
a society organized on the basis of legal principles, in which citizens who are
equal can articulate and pursue their political and social goals. [4] In antiquity, the
citizen was unequivocally bound to the clearly delineated sphere of the city's
authority, the Greek polis and the Roman civitas. Sharing in political authority
was constitutive for the citizen, but the prerequisites were subject to change. In
Aristoteles's definition, the citizen's participation in political rule in the polis is
linked to his authority in the oikos, the "household", and thus to his powers
over other people such as women, children, slaves, and unfree people. Moreover,
it is connected to his being freed from the obligation to participate in any
economic activities. A citizen's political autonomy is thus founded in a presumed
state of economic autarky.[5] The polis citizen of antiquity and the medieval
citizen of a town as well as the modern citoyen of 1789 or the twentieth-century
"citizen of the state" are merely various manifestations of this political
relationship. This relationship has remained attractive and spread in modern
times far beyond the occidental sphere where it first appeared.
In the Middle Ages, economic dimensions were added to the term's meaning.
"Work" now also became a constitutive element, because Bürger, in contrast to
the feudal aristocracy, were defined not only by the privileges granted to those
who live in towns and cities but also by their commercial activities. [6] In medieval
towns and cities, Bürger were generally merchants and artisans. Consequently,
work, as an activity that could be exploited economically, was integrated into the
understanding of the term Bürger in a positive sense. The living space of the
Bürger in towns was defined by the area ruled over by the Burg or castle.
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Etymologically, the German word Bürger is related to "Burg" (Middle High German
burc, borg, burg, referring to a manor or fortified town and metonymically used
to denote people who lived there) as a spatially delineated, relatively small area
of authority, especially as distinguished from rural society with its completely
different patterns of rule. This Middle High German tradition came to dominate in
German, and adaptions of Latin vocabulary were irrelevant. [7] But not all the
inhabitants of a town were referred to as Bürger. The term continued to be
applied only to those residents who enjoyed a special legal status. [8] In the
medieval social order, rights and obligations were always distinguished according
to estates and were assigned to individual, distinct subgroups. The right to be a
Bürger of a town generated the collective protection of the town for each
individual; it opened up opportunities for owning property and earning a
livelihood, entitled individuals to participate in political activities and, in most
cases, obliged them to contribute to defending the town. [9]
Since the eighteenth century, the modern term Bürger has come to include a
further dimension: the cultural forms that shape the life of a community, the
institutionalization of these forms, and the ways in which people are constituted
as subjects. Reference to the culture or ways of life of the Bürger has become
meaningful only with the appearance of this dimension. [10]
In the context of the emergence of absolutism and state building in the early
modern period, the semantic field related to the terms Bürger and citizen were
extended. This reflected the appearance of an uniform group of subjects under a
central sovereign power, and the process in which the societas civilis in the
Aristotelian sense, which encompassed all areas of public life, evolved into the
separate entities of the state and civil society (in German bürgerliche
Gesellschaft, in French société civile). In political theory, the Bürger was now no
longer the bearer of political power in the societas civilis sive res publica but
instead was reduced to the "subject" of a state and the "Bürger" of a town or
city on the subordinate local level.[11] This abolishment of differences between
the estates by means of a bond to the sovereign was a key step towards the
creation of political equality within the state for those who were to become
"Staatsbürger". The process in which the Bürger thus became linked to the state
first denoted the subject, and it was accompanied by a parallel process of
political devaluation (loss of rights of political participation), which also abolished
the old links to the city's Bürger.
During the Enlightenment era in
France, the polemical tone of
debate sharpened, paving the way
for the distinction drawn between
bourgeois and citoyen. Originally
synonyms referring to the
inhabitants of a town, the two
words began to diverge in the
second half of the eighteenth
century with respect to their spatial
(bourgeois as the inhabitant of a
town or city, citoyen as the
inhabitant of a state), social
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economic aspects), and political dimensions (the citoyen held rights on the level
of the state). In Germany, the terms did not take on such opposing meanings;
instead, around the middle of the eighteenth century, the subject (in the state)
and the Bürger (in the societas civilis) existed side-by-side and were taken for
granted. Johann Heinrich Gottlob von Justi, for example, identified obedience,
the willingness to pay taxes, loyalty, and subordination of self-interest to the
greater good as the virtues of a good Bürger.[12]
The transformation of the Bürger who participated in ruling over the town into a
passive subject of the state meant that the concept of the Bürger lost the
dimension of political participation. In the long term, as debates in the early
modern period focused on legal conceptualizations of the state, this led to
human beings and Bürger being granted inalienable rights that protected
individuals (who had previously been denied political power) from state
interventions.[13] As the concept of the citoyen became charged with
revolutionary connotations in France in the wake of the events of 1789 and also
took on new meanings with respect to philosophical and legal concepts of the
state formulated by Kant and others, citizens' legally guaranteed freedom
became the foremost goal to be pursued by the state, displacing the promotion
of happiness by the authorities of earlier definitions. This meant that the political
dimension was once again more closely linked to the term Bürger, albeit now at
the level of the state. Controversies over definitions of voting rights thus
became processes of negotiation in society about the economic (census,
three-class voting rights), social (head of household, self-employment), or
cultural (education) prerequisites for guaranteeing individuals' rights to be heard
as Bürger within the state. Universal citizen rights precluded simple legal
discrimination of the kind that had characterized citizen rights since antiquity. [14]
The semantics of the term Bürger is always also an expression of the
self-understanding of a certain part of the population. Whether this segment
differed from all others by virtue of legal, social, cultural, or political criteria varied
in both European traditions and in the present. Until well into the eighteenth
century, legal and political criteria dominated the concept of the Bürger in the
European tradition. Since the transitional period (Sattelzeit) around 1800, the
central axis defining the concept has gradually shifted away from legal aspects.
The fading of the old term Bürgerstand (Bürger estate) and the appearance of
new words such as Bürgertum, bourgeoisie, middle classes are indications of
this shift. Although this legal foundation is still present in the concept of
citizenship (Staatsbürger) because of the universalization of the term it is no
longer a central element.[15] As a description of others and in polemical usage,
the term is not used primarily to distinguish this group from the world of the
nobility and the estates, as was the case in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. Rather, it marks the border, from within and without, to military-heroic
ways of life and forms of estatism and authoritarianism (generally by
emphasizing the terms civilian and civil society). Moreover, a critique of Bürger as
bourgeois, which has a socialist tinge, and ressentiments against what is
consider bourgeois in the public sphere continue to exist up to the present day.
As a result, since the eighteenth century terminology referring to the Bürger
includes the dimensions of political and legal authority, economic and social
aspects, and the cultural aspects of identity and world views. Use of the terms in
the social and political spheres, however, generally focuses on specific aspects
and areas; this is what renders the concepts so flexible and ambiguous and
means they lend readily themselves to polemic use. [16]
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In the course of state building in the early modern period, the rights associated
with political rule were increasingly concentrated in the hands of the sovereign,
transforming citizens into subjects. Simultaneously, the differences which were
conceptualized as associated with the estate one had been born into and fixed
as rights became less significant. The "bürgerliche Gesellschaft" or bourgeois
society could then be interpreted in political theory as a system of needs that
was not associated with domination (Hegel) or as a bourgeois class society
shaped by production relations (Marx).[17] In many respects, nineteenth century
bourgeois society was a "transitional society"[18] on the threshold between the
persistent estatist past and the challenges posed by democracy.
Social rather than legal inequality became the decisive factor determining an
individual's position in society during the transitional period from the
mid-eighteenth to the mid-nineteenth century. Since Marx, social differences
took center stage in the critique of bourgeois society. The universalisticegalitarian perspective on human beings "rubbed off" on the citizen, so that any
persistent social inequality had to be justified and was easily used to mobilize
people politically to oppose bourgeois society. The transition from the bourgeois
society of premodern times that was political per se (societas civilis sive res
publica) to post-revolutionary modern and economically-determined bourgeois
society thus radically transformed the framework for both the linguistic means of
representing the citizen and his actual historic manifestation. Two questions
remain to be addressed: Who is in fact a Bürger, and what is it that makes an
individual one? In Germany, these questions are especially difficult, since all
distinguishing features always make use of the same word.
One final issue in this context is whether or not the society of Bürger was
founded on a hierarchically structured separation of women and men. In the
political order (societas civilis sive res publica), active participation was the
prerogative of men.[19] In the eighteenth century, as the term Bürger was
extended to incorporate socio-cultural dimensions and the society of Bürger was
transformed, new options for women emerged. Although participation in the
political sphere was denied women in most countries until the twentieth century,
women became active Bürger in cultural and social spheres long before they
gained access to politics. Whether the traditional model of bourgeois society was
called into question fundamentally and superseded by women's emancipation or
this change was instead an example for the capacity of the bourgeois model to
be reformed and transformed remains a controversial topic to this day. [20]
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The Bürger in German
Encyclopedia
Encyclopedia entries are sources
that can reveal the core elements
of the meaning of the term Bürger
and offer opportunities for
retracing shifts in meaning
diachronically. Encyclopedia from
the eighteenth century focused on

The society of Bürger as a male-dominated political

the estatist tradition and the

order – politics, representation, perceptions of

status of town Bürger

community. Bremen's Schaffermahlzeit, 2009; this

(Bürgerrecht or citizens' rights)
and made distinctions between the
Bürger and the subject.[21]

oldest Brudermahl (freemason dinner) worldwide
symbolizes the ties between the shipping trade and
merchants. Bremen Town Hall, 13 February 2009,
photo: rudimente. Source: Flickr (CC BY-SA 2.0).

Beginning with the revolutionary
watershed around 1800, this was
complemented by definitions that
took up an egalitarian position opposing the nobility and asserting legal equality,
posited at first resolutely and in later encyclopedia editions with more restraint.
In its 1819 edition, the renowned Brockhaus encyclopedia described the
bourgeois with a terminology that was in part quite modern as a "class large in
numbers, which perceives all freemen as belonging to it" ("eine zahlreiche Classe,
welche alle Freien unter sich begreift"). But it went on to emphasize the
character of free birth and, in this respect, remained obliged to the older, more
traditional understanding of the term.
Of fundamental significance in this period was the integration of the educated
into this definition.[22] In the eighteenth century, educated individuals were
considered to be a separate estate and, within the university, fell under the
jurisdiction of a separate court system that existed beside the courts for town
Bürger.[23] Now, those with higher education (professors, clergy, jurists, etc.)
were considered part of the broader and more heterogeneous group of the
"Bürgerlichen", which, by the nineteenth century, also included, as a matter of
course, craftsmen, merchants, and other members of mid-level commerce,
trade, and industry. With this shift, terms like the German word Bildungsbürger
or educated bourgeoisie to refer to part of the entire group of the bourgeoisie
have gained meaning;[24] albeit, it should be pointed out that the term emerged
after World War I and did not come into more widespread use until after World
War II.[25]
During the late Imperial period in Germany, the differences between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie were at times addressed, albeit rather in passing.
Lasting traces of the occurrences of 1918 as a political watershed can hardly be
discerned in descriptions of the term Bürger in German encyclopedia. The term
appears most often in the context of the universalization of legal status to
become citizens' rights, which takes on a more central role in this period. The
older definition centering on the status of town citizenship is mentioned as part
of the historical background. What is remarkable is that, with the Weimar
Constitution of 1919 and the establishment of equal rights on the level of the
state and municipalities (abolition of class and census voting rights on the
municipal level and the level of the Länder in Germany), legal status is not
assigned greater significance. Rather, the encyclopedia entries for the first time
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make mention of cultural aspects to define the unique characteristics of the
Bürgertum, which is referred to as an "estate" (Stand).[26] In other words, the
processes in which legal definitions became less significant and cultural qualities
played a greater role in marking distinctions occurred simultaneously – an
indication of the constitutive dialectics of equality and difference in bourgeois
society.
In encyclopedias published under the National Socialist regime in Germany, the
legal status of a person in relation to the community or to the state continued
to be mentioned as the core of the definition of the Bürger. At the same time,
however, these texts criticized the way in which Bürger of the state and
"Volksgenosse" ("national comrades", used by the Nazis to refer to those
considered ethnic Germans) had become increasingly separate concepts,
whereas they saw the Bürger as naturally belonging to the people as a whole.
Consequently, the Nazis political-normative goal was to overcome the bourgeois
way of life ("Lebensform") within the National Socialist "Volksgemeinschaft"
(community of the people).[27]
In the German Democratic Republic (GDR), no distinction was made between
Bürger and inhabitants. "Bürger in terms of today's laws (also referred to as
Bürger of the state) are the inhabitants of a municipality or a state" was the
definition published in the 1972 edition of the popular encyclopedia Meyers Neues
Lexikon in East Germany. The article referred to "socialist Bürger rights" as
including political rights, personal freedom, and the opportunity to develop one's
personality according to individual capabilities, free from repression and economic
dependence. The text asserted that these rights had been realized in the GDR
by limiting private property and ending the domination of monopoly capital. [28]
According to this definition, private property, considered otherwise to be a core
element of bourgeois society, now had to be eliminated as a precondition for
realizing individual freedom and the development of individual personalities. By
defining the Bürger politically in terms of citizens' rights (without property
rights), the social dimension of the Bürger was excluded in the GDR.[29]
In the Federal Republic of Germany, Bürgertum as a social class proved to be
"difficult to delimit", as the West German encyclopedia Brockhaus noted in its
1952 edition.[30] Traditional characteristics such as residence in a town,
ownership of real estate, economic independence, specific occupations, and a
higher level of school education were for the most part no longer typical of the
bourgeoisie. Socially, the bourgeoisie was a broad and heterogeneous
conglomerate of middle classes and was, according to Brockhaus, in fact a
middle class ("Mittelstand"). Use of the term Bürgertum, the text noted, was
nonetheless warranted, because a specific lifestyle, a frame of mind, and a class
ethic that could be termed bourgeois and that were manifested in how people
lived and dressed, in their manners, in family life, in education, and in cultural
affairs were still very much in evidence. Due perhaps to end of the Adenauer era
or the anti-bourgeois furor of the emerging protest movements of the 1960s
may have been the reason why the optimistic final paragraph of the article in the
edition from 1952, which forecasted the survival of the bourgeois lifestyle, was
weakened in the version published in 1967. The prognosis now was that the
ethos of the Bürgertum would not be "completely destroyed". Ten years later, in
the period of West Germany's social-democratic-liberal coalition government, the
article appeared in a radically abridged version without historical background.
This text asserted that the historical significance of the Bürgertum as a
progressive force had ended in the nineteenth century, when the working class
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assumed this role; nonetheless, the lifestyle of the Bürgertum still existed and
was influential as a norm and goal for achieving higher social status. [31]
The image of the Bürger presented in the most recently published encyclopedia
editions has become increasingly diffuse. On the one hand, familiar politically
charged elements continue to be reproduced, for example in references to the
"tradition of the emancipatory-revolutionary Bürgertum", which was presented
as a point of reference for modern countercultural movements. [32] On the other
hand, such descriptions are linked to a narrower socio-historical understanding
of the Bürgertum, which is described as a "social class". These encyclopedia
articles ignore a number of problems that result when Bürgertum is reduced to
its social dimension. First, the much larger group (in quantitative terms) of
people with average income and status are left without a place and a definition,
since they are neither workers nor farmers or nobility. Second, while it can be
asserted on a normative level that material assets are a key criterion for
definitions and differentiation, it cannot be proven empirically. And third,
reference to the bourgeois lifestyle as a common denominator and integrative
element draws on phenomena that are at least as heterogeneous as the social
traits of Bürger.

Bürgertum as a Social Formation
The term Bürgertum did not emerge until the nineteenth century, in competition
to the older term, the estate, and originally referred to shared conceptual or
political traits rather than to a socio-cultural unit. In contemporary usage,
however, the term is generally understood as a collective term for an
agglomeration; it is a collective singular noun that refers to various social
formations of the middle classes. Defining the Bürgertum is not easy because of
the complexities and difficulties in differentiating the phenomena's socioeconomic and cultural dimensions. In German, the term emerged not as a the
result of a political and social strategy that aimed to understand and describe
societies in terms of class categories but "rather as an expression of the
rejection of perceiving society in terms of 'class'".[33] This tension underpins all
later efforts to determine the status of the Bürgertum socio-historically. Modern
social history was unable to resolve this tension between concept and reality,
despite all efforts to formulate theories and definitions to date.
In attempting to identify the Bürgertum, historiography must answer two
questions. First, what social segments are generally considered to represent the
Bürgertum? And second (and this is the more difficult question), what bonds
together the various subgroups defined in terms of social history together to
form the common social formation called Bürgertum? In other words, what does
the Bürgertum have in common and what distinguishes this social formation
from others?
The first question only appears to be easy to answer at first glance. In the
eighteenth century, a wealth of new occupations took shape as the estate order
eroded. Thanks to specific resources – in particular, knowledge, expertise in
specific fields, a special understanding of work, the use of property for economic
activities, and also the willingness to defer consumption – these new occupations
acquired genuine areas of activity and, as a result, opportunities for generating
income. Outside the realm of the older estate order and its social and power
hierarchies, higher social status was reached more quickly than heightened
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political status. Examining the functions of representatives of these new
occupations reveals that they can be referred to as "neue Bürgerliche", despite
the fact that they not infrequently but by no means as a rule also probably held
town citizen rights.[34] As different as the educational background and property
holdings of these people were, they shared ex negativo the trait of neither
wielding estatist power (which, put simply, was the privilege of the nobility), nor
were they landowning or landless peasants or employed by others. [35]
Social historians have undertaken repeated attempts to address this
conglomerate analytically. The problem is perhaps best outlined in the words of
Rainer Lepsius, who noted that Bürgertum generally refers to "a number of
heterogeneous occupational groups, who are delineated by exclusion of those
that don't belong: nobility, clerics, peasants, and workers. Those who are left
over then make up the Bürgertum."[36] The problem of a definition remains,
since the criteria for not-belonging differ: what do the nobility and workers, for
example, have in common? Every categorization of bourgeois subgroups
ultimately leads to the addition of two divergent traits: one is the economic
independence of urban classes, which includes the broad spectrum of
self-employed craftsmen, merchants, traders, entrepreneurs of various kinds,
capital pensioners, and professionals; the second is the professional qualification
of public servants and white-collar workers, [37] which, like those in the
professions, had an academic education but were not self-employed. But this
widespread additive definition via property and education brings several serious
problems with it, since real estate ownership is not defined in this context as
former of property associated with the Bürgertum [38] and education is not
equated with a qualification in a specific occupation, such that a distinction would
have to be made between academic and non-academic qualifications. In particular
the close bonds between German civil servants and the state raises the question
of whether and to what extent German civil servants were to be considered part
of the Bürgertum and what consequences this would have for our
understanding of the concept.[39]
The more detailed and precise socio-historical descriptions and classifications
become, the more difficult it is to pinpoint what is bürgerlich about these
subgroups. In historical research, the challenge of providing definitions was
often avoided by referring to ensembles of occupational groups and by drawing
on Max Weber to distinguish specific segments of the social formation of the
Bürger as classes of property, as an economic class and as a social class. [40] In
individual cases, this was successful. But ultimately, the Bielefeld research group
(Sonderforschungsbereich Sozialgeschichte des neuzeitlichen Bürgertums:
Deutschland im internationalen Vergleich, 1986-1997) failed to realize its
mission of analyzing Bürgertum as a "class". One positive outcome of the
Bielefeld project was the fact that it emphasized the heterogeneity of the
Bürgertum rather than its class character and analyzed, at least in part, that
heterogeneity. Class thus has become a category in studies focusing on the
Bürgertum alongside others such as religious denomination, culture, domination,
or towns and cities. Last but not least, this work has produced empirical
evidence to disprove ideological postulations about a purportedly bourgeois class
standpoint.[41]
Research has often focused on an indistinctly determined spectrum of classes of
ownership and economic classes and on class status, frequently within the
context of local studies. In the course of such work, the significance of the
rights of Bürger in a town or city and the associated traditions, which remained
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relevant until well into the nineteenth century, were discovered. One of the most
influential town studies (which was not part of a large-scale project) addressed
the bourgeois upper class in Basel and linked innovative social history analysis
with cultural history.[42] In West Germany, a project lead by Lothar Gall that
pursued similar questions shaped the perspective on "The Bürgertum and the
town" in the nineteenth century. This analysis addressed the transition from
town Bürgertum to modern Bürgertum, a frequently drawn-out and arduous
process.[43] In contrast to this work, a number of studies examined individual
occupational groups. Subgroups from the spectrum of the economic bourgeoisie
and the academic bourgeoisie were investigated without considering in particular
the overall conditions for cohesion within the Bürgertum as a whole.[44]
Researchers at Goethe University in Frankfurt am Main choose a distinctly
different route. Here, Bürgertum was explicitly conceptualized not as a modern
phenomenon but rather as a transitional phenomenon in the transition to
modernity. The aim was to analyze the Bürgertum not as a "construction of
abstract strata", but rather as a "real collective" in each of the towns
investigated, with a special focus on similarities and differences. [45] To this day,
the formation of social classes – in the Weberian sense of an inter- and
intragenerational transition between classes – has been studied significantly less
often in German research on the Bürgertum. The density of studies centering on
sub-formations differs considerably. Depending on the assumed historical and
political relevance, entrepreneurs appear to be more significant for the respective
nation-state than craftsmen. Depending on the availability of sources and the
extent to which these groups organized themselves and pursued their own
political interests, the numbers of existing studies differs. [46] At the same time
we can now observe a tendency to use the term Bürgertum in the plural form
and refer to various different Bürgertümer.[47] This neologism only masks the
unresolved problem of definitions to a certain extent, for any plural
differentiation must be based on a common constitutive characteristic, a singular
phenomenon.
Three characteristics of historical longitudinal analyses of the Bürgertum should
be noted that have not been addressed frequently to date. Without considering
these conditions and their influence on the formation of the bourgeois middle
classes, diachronic studies convey an abbreviated perspective and can easily lead
to interpretations of purported decline. In such narratives, a uniformity and
cultural conformity of the Bürgertum in the nineteenth century is generally
assumed rather than actually proven empirically; this uniformity is then seen as
eroding.[48] Historical analyses that address the changing forms of the
bourgeoisie from the nineteenth century until today remain quite rare but are
clearly more useful.
First: If we seek to identify social and economic commonalities of the Bürgertum
in the nineteenth century, then quantitative differences can be found – albeit not
as a sharply delineated criterion for a definition – with respect to economic
independence and self-employment. The majority of members of the bourgeois
in the nineteenth century lead a way of life that was based on economic
independence and an associated lifestyle marked by self-reliance, dealing with
risks individually, and an appreciation of freedom and personal achievement.
What the word "majority" means here can only be demonstrated with any degree
of reliability by pointing to the results of local studies. [49] Social structure
analyses within the framework of town studies that focus on the nineteenth
century generally reveal that the "merchant" was the most widespread social
type encountered. This is understandable, considering the fact that the term
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referred not only to the kind of hanseatic merchant who traded on a large scale
with overseas customers epitomized by characters in Thomas Mann's novel The
Buddenbrooks. For the most part, these were prosperous but hardly
exorbitantly rich businessmen, and especially in the textiles sector, production
and trade were frequently in the same hands. In this sense, the merchant who
was economically independent, generally rooted in the local economy, and who
owned property but was not rich per se was the average type of (urban) Bürger
in the nineteenth century.[50]
The educated bourgeoisie (Bildungsbürger) were a smaller group in quantitative
terms than the merchants, but they were considerably more active in presenting
themselves in the public sphere and more influential in shaping perceptions and
interpretations. It would be only a slight exaggeration to interpret some of their
self-staged presentations as a habitus and rhetoric of protest against the
stability and self-satisfaction of those who were economically independent.
Possible examples are Goethe's work Wilhelm Meister or Stifter's Nachsommer.
The latter begins the life narrative of a Bildungsbürger with the sentence "My
father was a merchant" and goes on to describe a life that unfolded outside the
realm of mercantile interests and constraints, in which the spectrum of
possibilities available in the bourgeoisie world was laid out in an ordered and
regulated fashion.
This was also the aim of Lothar Gall's classic argument about the "classless
bourgeois society of 'median' forms of existence". For Gall, however, this was
not meant so much in a socio-historical sense but rather addressed the
expectations of bourgeois liberals in the German Vormärz, the period preceding
the 1848 March Revolution. The pre-industrial middle class society, structured
around occupational groups, expected that social reforms and political
emancipation would lead to a general dissemination of this bourgeois society. As
a preindustrial and prerevolutionary movement, this bourgeois entered into what
was at least a very ambivalent relationship to industrial modernity, which had
far-reaching consequences.
Second: If one considers the social composition of the Bürgertum, this
quantitative predominance of the economically independent disappeared towards
the end of the nineteenth century. As industrialization reached its height, the
rise of white-collar workers (and civil servants) began; after World War II, it
accelerated and its influence was heightened by the simultaneous decline in the
relative numbers of workers among those pursuing paid employment. Since
then, the category white-collar worker has become so generalized that it is
basically meaningless, but contemporary surveys do not offer more
differentiated categories. This generalized spread of the white-collar worker is
easily described in quantitative terms, whereas its socio-psychological effects are
difficult to determine.[51]
Any long-term analysis of the Bürgertum in the twentieth century must address
this shift. For on the one hand, it increased the heterogeneity within the
traditional bourgeois occupational groups, so that the question of the
commonalities defining the Bürgertum became even more pressing. More
importantly, the majority of bourgeois occupational groups in the twentieth
century was composed of white-collar workers and civil servants and thus of
people who were not economically independent. How this social shift has affected
the classic bourgeois values such as personal independence is a topic that calls
for further research.
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Some researchers have attempted
to address this problem and have
defined and the Bürgertum as an
elite phenomenon and nothing
more.[52] These approaches
explicitly or implicitly interpret the
Bürgertum as "Großbürgertum",
however that might be defined; as
an ensemble of property owners
and (employed) individuals with
management positions.[53] For the
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the period after 1945, there are
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only a few studies that consider
the Bürgertum from the
perspective of social history;
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instead, lifestyle, milieus, and shifts
in values are the questions most
frequently addressed.[54] The
majority of historical studies tend to take a long-term perspective, analyzing
bourgeois culture since the early nineteenth century and then integrating
developments since 1945 in a brief survey. [55] It is only more recently that work
concentrating on the Federal Republic of Germany aims to examine more closely
what characterizes elements of lifestyle, behavior, and specific values as
bourgeois. Conceptually, distinguishing the bourgeois from other social forms
has been challenging. In contemporary societies, defining specific lifestyles as
characteristic of the nobility, peasants, or the proletariat or determining how
they shape society is hardly possible. Recent work therefore tends to declare
discrete elements of behavior to be "bourgeois" and to then examine them more
closely.
However, the results are seldom linked to a special bourgeois social
formation.[56] Sociological research on lifestyles has defined, empirically analyzed,
and described a plethora of diverse milieus and lifestyles. While this is interesting
as a means of elucidating contemporary phenomena, this work often remains
fails to critically assess the blind spots linked to the period in which it is
undertaken.[57] In recent years, work focusing on both social structure analysis
and economic aspects has intensified. A key issue here is the material and
cultural persistence of the middle class – or its threatened state. [58] Most
recently, protest articulated by the bourgeois middle class has received
considerable attention. One manifestation in Germany is the emergence of the
so-called "Wutbürger", a term for protesting middle-class citizens that arose in
the context of mobilization against the plan to convert the central train station in
Stuttgart.[59]
Third: Since the late nineteenth century, we have also seen the rise and
expansion of the welfare state, which created, especially for wage earners, a
range of state or state-regulated security systems. Any long-term analysis of
the Bürgertum must also take into account the establishment of state security
systems and the shifts in social structure that accompanied them. Future
analyses of the Bürgertum or the "middle classes" that involve international
comparisons should therefore systematically investigate the influence of each
type of welfare state on the development and the self-image of the middle
classes in each country.[60] The middle classes were responsible, historically, for
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promoting these changes [61] and in many cases reaped the material benefits of
the welfare state.[62] Among the questions for research could be the following:
How did the variations in the welfare state – the liberal model that promoted
private security planning and market-regulated security systems, the
conservative with its emphasis on state social security schemes, and the socialdemocratic model with its principles of universality and political and social equality
– influence the formation of the middle classes in the twentieth century? [63]

Bürgerlichkeit as a Cultural Pattern
But what binds together these various elements to form the social unit of the
Bürgertum? What sociation processes (Vergesellschaftungsprozesse) merge
these divergent middle classes to create social units? These processes are
grounded in interests and values that shape action. [64] One might quite rightly
raise the question of whether historical research on the bourgeoisie indeed
developed and worked with an analytical concept of the Bürgertum or perhaps
more often relied on descriptive overviews and additive aggregations of the
middle classes. In the German context, this latter approach is all the more
tempting because the term Bürger, which has evolved historically but mostly
refers to an individual's legal status, suggests, uniformity. [65]
As efforts to define the Bürgertum as a class proved unpromising,[66] historians
in Germany began, rather early on, to consider culture as a possible alternative,
integrative frame of reference. Did a common culture amalgamate these
"heterogeneous occupational groups" that came with diverse class interests to
become a group capable of acting as a unit? There have been and continue to be
numerous attempts to determine a canon of culture and life forms through
which the various subgroups attained and represented their mutual bourgeois
status. Among the aspects named are individual achievement, work and the
work ethic, a proclivity for rational lifestyles, self-employment, self-organization,
education, an aesthetic relationship to high culture, family ideals, symbolic forms
in daily life (table manners, clothing styles, social conventions), etc. – and
"perhaps" also political values such as a "minimal level of liberal virtues". [67]
Other notions of how to define Bürgerlichkeit theoretically were more open and
wide ranging; their orientation was directed towards bourgeois "cultural
patterns", aimed to define a "cultural habitus", and centered their investigation
on concrete contexts of social action. Such efforts were stimulated more often
than not from outside of historiography, for example from ethnology. Wolfgang
Kaschuba has suggested that "Bürgerlichkeit" should be sought and analyzed in
societal situations and figurations that can be named and differentiated, in
concrete social contexts of action. Hermann Bausinger has argued that
bourgeois culture should be grasped as a behavioral style, as "an interaction of
norms and forms that even includes everyday occurrences" and backed up his
argument with impressive examples but did not elucidate his argument on a
conceptual level.[68]
To date, there have been no successful attempts to describe and verify
historically the existence of such a consistent "bourgeois culture" that could
indeed integrate socially heterogeneous parts. This may be due to the success
of the bourgeois model in the "progressive democratization" of material (and
many immaterial) cultural achievements. [69] Examples are the ideal of romantic
love or, more generally, the emotionalization of the family, the importance of
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bringing-up children, leisure activities, and the fact that individuality was held in
high esteem.[70] There can be no doubt that behavior that originated outside of
bourgeois circles has been incorporated into the behavioral range of the
bourgeoisie in the modern era, but even in the twenty-first century, the influence
of bourgeois life in its historical manifestations is obvious. One could generalize
as follows: The more Bürgertum is conceived of – historically and with respect to
contemporary society – as a socio-economic elite with a clear and comprehensive
culture of distinction, the more difficult it becomes to identify its continuity up to
the present day. If however, one grasps Bürgerlichkeit as the result of social
communication about basic issues of coexistence, then the more universalistic
and open the cultural model becomes and the easier it becomes to discover
Bürgerlichkeit in a diachronic perspective and in contemporary society. [71]
Various methods can be applied to investigating bourgeois culture. One is
oriented towards social "behavioral norms and modes of action". [72] This can be
applied to examine phenomena and functions that can define the differences
from other groups, whether visits to the opera or clothing or demonstrative
forms of consumption (one example of a modern and recently universalized form
could be, for example, owning a specific mobile phone model). One could also
address the forms of behavior and expression that have become widespread to
an impressive extent in the past two centuries – from socializing in clubs and
associations to other leisure time activities to home furnishings.
A second approach perceives Bürgerlichkeit as a discrete cultural model, which
can be described as a space and framework that offers orientation for dealing
with the social complexities of life in modernity. In this context, Bürgerlichkeit
does not draw on the mutual set of values of a social formation also forged by
other integrative factors.[73] This marks a fundamental difference to the nobility,
which also developed a specific culture and, in the premodern era, ideally differed
from other segments of society by virtue of its estatist rights, its position and
function of authority, and the ownership of land and in some regions of people.
The proletariat was shaped by class conditions and also formed common cultural
forms of expression (proletarianism). Bürgerlichkeit as a cultural mode was and
is, in contrast, more open, because it is not conceptualized as something
associated with specific estates or classes, but rather as an overriding broader
design for a social order that offered individual approaches to integration and
was intended to be a normative framework for the entire society. Bourgeois
society thus offered a pattern for creating an order for the whole that included
all subgroups and was based on legal principles. [74] As a model for order,
Bürgerlichkeit is characterized politically by the legally regulated space for
self-administration, in which divergent interests can also compete but direct
domination of individuals over others has no place. Economically, Bürgerlichkeit
is marked by the right to own land and the means of production; culturally it
involves the pluralization of identificatory reference points and privileges
individual options. "Bürgerliche Gesellschaft" is therefore a utopian goal, but one
that can accommodate diverse political orders. [75]
Moreover, as a cultural model in modernity, Bürgerlichkeit was more open and
ambivalent with respect to its potential for developing or integrating different
ways of life and lifestyles than the premodern "bourgeois virtues". Because of
the heterogeneous situation of those seen as bürgerlich, a common life model
that offers unequivocal answers and modes of behavior is inconceivable.
Historically, such models took shape in the eroding estatist order of the Ancien
Régime and only shared the capacity to use the opportunities the market
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offered by means of specific functions, of education, or special skills; they lacked
common intrinsic values.
If we assume that the erosion of the estatist society is the fundamental point of
reference that generated a new framework for reflection and action, then
Bürgerlichkeit can be conceptualized in functional terms as an answer to the new
problems this erosion generated. The Bürgerlichen were least able to draw on
traditional behaviors, values, and cultural interpretations and were therefore the
first to face new issues and challenges in their most radical form. [76]
Furthermore, because they were not integrated into the estatist order and
lacked ties to traditional estatist roles and behavioral patterns, they were most
receptive for new lifestyle models, new modes of imparting meaning, and new
cultural norms.[77] Applying this functionalist perspective opens up opportunities
for posing diachronic, comparative questions: What commonalities and
differences offer opportunities for realizing individual life forms within a
framework of self-regulation in society? Have the challenges which individuals
face changed fundamentally from the earliest phase of the post-estatist and
secularly-oriented world that developed around 1800 in comparison to the
period of industrial modernity in the late nineteenth century and to today's
globalized postmodern era? Bürgerlichkeit began to take shape as those who
began to assume new functions in the declining estatist society reached
understandings about their position. It is thus founded "not in a structural
homogeneity but rather in cultural community", according to Friedrich
Tenbruck.[78] This communicative space formed by Bürgerlichkeit was where
inner-societal negotiations about the challenges of developing life forms and the
promises and impositions of individuality took place since the eighteenth century.
Questions pertaining to meaning in life were no longer answered primarily within
a religiously defined space but rather in novels, in conversation, and in "convivial"
contacts with those who were equally affected by these issues.
In this context, two elements are of fundamental importance for defining
Bürgerlichkeit.[79] First, the set of bourgeois values is neither closed nor is it
homogeneous. Bürgerlichkeit does not offer a firmly established edifice of ideas
and values that relate to one another in a stringent manner; it also lacks a
central institution that monitors the purity of these tenets and sanctions
deviations. Nonetheless, as a cultural system, Bürgerlichkeit is composed of a
set of values and core concepts, but these are more fragmented, diverse, and
contradictory than in a hierarchically ordered system. The arsenal of values
proves to be highly flexible and capable of being adapted to diverse contexts. [80]
"Bürgerlichkeit" as a set of values and cultural patterns does not offer guidelines
in the form of unequivocal behavioral rules that tell individuals how to lead their
lives.
One means of bringing order to this conglomerate is to form contrasting pairs of
values that represent alternative orientations. Bürgerlichkeit can be described in
terms of these polar values, which do not unequivocally determine actions and
meaning and do not serve as exclusive alternatives. Rather, they represent, but
do not strictly prescribe, ideal points of reference within possible life forms. Such
dominant and important pairs are, for example, property versus education (or
material versus intellectual interest); self-interest versus community interest;
creativity (following no purpose) versus rationality (tied to a goal) and utility;
emotion versus reason; achievement (or work) versus leisure. These polar
values (the list of which could be extended) can be used to describe both the
ideal-typical characteristics of a bourgeois life and the typical traits of
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"Bürgerlichkeit". The orientation based on these dimensions forms the ideal of
the bourgeoisie, to which all subgroups have felt an obligation up to the present,
despite their deviations from them in reality. [81] For this reason, the popular
dichotomies, such as the contrast of bourgeoisie and artist, which has frequently
been the subject of literary representations, are not alternatives; instead, they
are an expression of the heterogeneous variety and the entanglements of the
bourgeois cosmos.
Second, Bürgerlichkeit also denoted the process in which individuals more or
less successfully internalize and implement values through action. [82] Learning
social practices is an individualized process; in contrast to the socialization of the
nobility, for example, the aim is not exclusively to practice the conventions and
stance associated with a particular estate; instead, the goal is to achieve
individual autonomy within socially formed frameworks. Such learning processes,
which can succeed or fail, generally become visible especially when new cultural
interpretations are expressed. Thus, the development of the neohumanist ideal
of education around 1800 was an appropriate societal response to a specific
problem: The individual processes of adopting social practices that were now
required had to be open and flexible, but at the same time they had to become
institutionalized, so that individuals could meet the flexible challenges of
bourgeois society. The unique aspects of the neohumanist ideal of education
were not the actual knowledge – in other words, the content – but rather the
process of acquiring that content, the creative form of working with
knowledge.[83] As a result, the focus was on general knowledge, on the
complexity and diversity of life.
"Bürgerlichkeit" was a "means of achieving self-understanding for individuals as
well as understanding for all" – this was how Friedrich Tenbruck described its
function, emphasizing its reflexive character, which he saw as more significant
than content.[84] This function of focusing on the communication of problems
forms the basis for the enduring attractiveness and the openness of
"Bürgerlichkeit" as a cultural model. Throughout all crises and challenges that it
has faced internally and externally, it has proven to be astonishingly adaptable.

The Crisis of the Bürgertum and the Global Expansion of the "Middle
Classes" since the Twentieth Century
In his book The Transformation of the World, Jürgen Osterhammel argued that
European colonialism by no means paved the way for the emergence of an
enlightened form of bourgeois life in the colonized societies. Rather, he
emphasized the crisis of European Bürgertum in the first half of the twentieth
century, which had "passed into the huge post-1950 expansion of middle-class
societies".[85] Since the 1980s, following China's opening for capitalism under
Deng Xiaoping, the collapse of socialism in the Soviet empire, and the
disappearance of almost all state-socialist regimes in Asia and Africa, this
development has become a global phenomenon. This finding is likely to be
uncontroversial on the factual, phenomenological level. Presumably more
contested is the historical assessment of these developments and answers to
the question of whether a historical concept of Bürgertum and "Bürgerlichkeit"
might prove stimulating for analyzing this global trend.
First, one should recall that the middle classes – the English term is more precise
here, because of the use of the term class – have also expanded quantitatively
in Western societies since 1945. The decline of industrial and rural workers and
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the rise of white-collar workers and of academic occupations and old and new
service employment has meant that the middle classes have become the largest
segment of the population in many societies. But this again raises the problem
of definitions, since there are no generally accepted criteria to delimit the "middle
classes" on their upper and lower borders. Surveys that address subjective
perceptions in Western societies reveal that in recent years about 50% of the
population in the United States, 60% of Germans, and as much as 90% of the
Japanese (this last figure is from the 1980s; more recent figures are somewhat
lower) see themselves as being in the "middle" of their respect society, but this
does not necessarily mean they perceive themselves as Bürger.[86] In
non-Western societies, these percentages are presumably in part considerably
lower, but no surveys are available to date. However, data from social science
research generally determines the middle class based on income levels.
Presumably, the differences between the middle classes in industrialized
countries and those in threshold countries are more significant than those
between the middle classes and the classes above and below them in either the
industrialized or the threshold countries. The middle classes in threshold
countries are much more at risk than those in industrialized states due to
factors such as illness or unemployment, due to a general lack of state social
security systems. Most surveys categorize whether people belong to the middle
class based solely on income; criteria such as self-employment, management
functions, etc. are not considered. Since threshold countries generally still have a
very large and very poor rural population, even very low-level service jobs in
urban agglomerations (security guard, train conductor, low-level clerical work,
etc.) qualify people as belonging to the middle class. However, data on the size
of the middle classes differ enormously, with estimates for global figures varying
by several hundred million.[87] Comparative global analysis of the contemporary
status of the middle classes would certainly benefit from the conceptual and
theoretical basis that historical research on Bürgertum can provide. Two
analytical potentials, which will be outlined below, should prove useful for
studying the middle classes in threshold countries. One might even argue that a
comparison of today's middle classes in the emerging markets with the
bourgeois as it took shape in the nineteenth century might prove more useful
than comparisons with the bourgeois middle class in today's industrialized
countries, since the life forms of the latter are based on assets that have
accumulated over decades and on comprehensive state social security systems.
It is likely that structural commonalities can be discerned within the divergent
paths taken into the modernity, whether in China or India, the Near and Far
East, or Latin America.[88]
For comparative analysis, care should be taken to formulate definition criteria
and the resulting descriptions of social formations very precisely. Historically,
three relevant dimensions can be identified: economic, political, and sociocultural. The "bourgeois" middle classes earmarked as representing specific
constellations of economic interests have a heterogeneous internal structure and
include the members of the upper middle classes and the petit bourgeoisie,
entrepreneurs, investors, tradespeople, shop owners, etc. Political interests
shaped by the shared rights of political participation defined the classic Bürger of
the old societas civilis sive res publica. The socio-cultural dimension, in contrast,
points to how "the citizen was privileged in a negative as well as a positive
sense". This was generally based on a specific kind of life style and life forms as
well as on special prestige values (prestige based on ancestry or occupation) and
manifested itself in mutual circles for marriage and social contacts, according to
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Weber's classic definition.[89] What is special about the bourgeoisie in Western
societies is that all three dimensions amalgamated in the modern period to
constitute the bourgeois middle classes. Western, European-North-American
Bürgertum is thus based on the interaction of these heterogeneous factors;
they have developed to differing extents and in diverse constellations to form
each specific national pattern.
For this reason, it is essential that researchers not only determine the structural
dimensions of an economic, political, and cultural nature that shape the
formation of the middle classes but also address the specific processes of
sociation (Vergesellschaftung) that possibly – but not unavoidably – integrates
these heterogeneous middle classes to form social units and thus potentially
also units of action "in and of themselves" These sociation processes are
founded on interests and value systems. [90] It is only when such processes take
place that we can then refer to the middle classes as a formation that develops
common constellations of interests, is aware of these interests, and can
potentially become a formation that undertakes political action.
If we consider the contemporary situation and recent research on the global
middle classes on the backdrop of these observations, then it is apparent that
the numbers of those who have acquired a certain amount of material assets is
on the rise in almost all countries worldwide. [91] This is not an emerging
bourgeoisie but rather a constantly growing segment of the population with
specific interests and needs related to values. These groups do not practice
traditional agrarian forms of production and rural lifestyles, nor do they have
much in common with the industrial workforce. The interests of these people –
who, in quantitative terms, are often self-employed with small businesses or
low-level employees in the service sector – aim to secure material assets and the
guarantees that contracts can provide; in other words, they seek legal certainty.
For most, their interests are based on knowledge and therefore on opportunities
for education and training. Last but not least, these people develop the need to
pass on property, competence, and status positions to their own children that
extend far beyond the opportunities and procedures for transferring property
through inheritance in rural societies. In future, researchers will be called on to
study whether, in some states or regions of the world, these middles classes
undergo sociation processes and whether needs, constellations of interests,
cultural forms of expression, and value systems gradually merge across national
and continental borders. Then, and only then, would it be appropriate to refer to
the global middle classes as a possible substrate for a "society of global
citizens". Currently, the economic, cultural, and political differences presumably
by far outweigh shared traits and tend to create rather than minimize
differences.[92]
Global comparative study of these rapidly and constantly growing middle classes
should not only focus on identifying and describing income and assets as well as
lifestyle phenomena, in particular consumption.[93] While these factors are most
easily tracked systematically and compared, this data lends itself only to
surveying commonalities that pertain to outward appearances. If specific
patterns of lifestyle (as defined by Weber) are considered, other dimensions
come into view. Among the possible questions to be addressed are: What
possibilities and expectations exist with respect to political independence and
participation? To what extent is education valued as a specific sphere for
acquiring global knowledge and to what extent does pertain not only to
occupational training and knowledge that is useful in occupational and economic
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contexts? Have families assumed or preserved a role as an internal emotional
space without representing a dominant formation such as clans or tribes? Have
urbanity as a life form and a plurality of values and norms emerged? Only such
shared practices in social life – which have been outlined here with a few, by no
means exhaustive examples – can form a basis for potentially perceiving these
heterogeneous middle classes as a common societal formation.
The appearance and the internal character of the middle classes in each of these
countries are influenced by various factors and national circumstances. Besides
the economic order – put simply, the extent to which a capitalist market order is
dominant – as one factor, there are five further spheres that, I would argue, are
especially decisive:
a) What institutional and legal conditions does the state create or make
possible? Here, the legal system and the educational system occupy central
positions, since they have impacts on the key interests and values of the middle
classes. A functioning legal system secures property and contract freedom;
qualified educational institutions are essential for creating status opportunities
based on achievement.
b) What possibilities exist for political participation through self-administration?
The articulation and realization of interests are bound to institutions that
promote the sociation of groups and create space for monitored self-regulation
of needs. Frequently underestimated forms of local self-administration form the
key arena for action in this context. In many regions in which the wealthy middle
classes are undergoing enormous expansion, opportunities for gathering
experience in political self-administration remain highly limited. [94]
c) What class position do the middle classes occupy in each of these countries?
The European tradition defined as the "middle" of society and, as a result, the
self-image of the middle classes regarding their basic political and social
constellations is shaped by the ambivalent boundary shared with those above
and the efforts to mark distinctions separating one from those below. In most
regions of the world in which the new middle classes are expanding, the question
arises whether such frontline positions also exist with respect to those above
the middle class. What determines who belongs to the higher class and does it
include capitalist property owners with large holdings, political elites in the state
apparatus or the military or functionaries in political parties? And what are the
goals and challenges in marking distinctions towards those in lower positions?
d) What significance does it have for the formation of the middle classes that
today – perhaps with the exception of some Muslim societies – women are also
economically and politically active members of society who can own capital and
the means of production, acquire qualifications and educational certificates and
degrees, and become political leaders?
e) Finally, the crucial and yet seldom explicitly addressed issue of the significance
of religion should be considered. Max Weber highlighted the groundbreaking
potential of Protestantism. Bernhard Groethuysen, in contrast, emphasized that
dissociating oneself from religious prescriptions was a precondition for the
genesis of a bourgeois life view.[95] From these starting points we should then
examine the impacts of specific socialization patterns and value systems, as they
are associated with Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam, and the various forms of
Christianity found in Africa and Latin America.
The middle classes should not be reduced to a global enrichissez-vous. Such a
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perspective reproduces the socio-economic blinders that have become so
widespread since Marx' critique of the bourgeoisie (not the Bürgertum!) and has
been so misleading. The perceived need for a reliable legal framework, political
stability, cultural diversity, and opportunities for individual development are older
and deeper in their origins and bind people together more intensely than mere
socio-economic goals – and they have been shown to be attractive beyond their
historical source in old Europe. Whether the growth of the middle classes leads
to social units that can also develop into forces for political action is something
that remains to be seen. In any case, these processes are worth studying –
another reason why the Bürger continues to be a highly topical subject. [96]

Translated from the German by Paula Bradish.
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Die Entstehung des Politischen bei den Griechen, Fra nk furt a . M.: Suhrk a m p, 1980 a nd C hristia n Me ie r,
Athen: Ein Neubeginn der Weltgeschichte, Be rlin: Sie dle r, 1993; o n de m o cra cy a s a co nstitutio na l o rde r:
Ange la Pa bst, Die athenische Demokratie, Munich 2003.
3. ↑ Fo r e x a m ple s fro m the Asia n co nte x t se e Jürge n O ste rha m m e l, The Transformation of the World: A
Global History of the Nineteenth Century, P rince to n, NJ: P rince to n Unive rsity P re ss, p. 774-775; Ma rgrit
Pe rna u, Ashra f into Middle C la sse s: Muslim s in Nine te e nth-ce ntury De lhi, Ne w De lhi: O x fo rd Unive rsity
P re ss 2013; Ma nfre d He ttling/T ino Schö lz (e ds.), Bürge r und shim in: Wortfelder, Begriffstraditionen und
Übersetzungsprozesse im Deutschen und Japanischen, Munich: Iudicum , 2014.
4. ↑ R ie de l, Bürger, re m a ins the be st surve y o f the histo ry o f the te rm since a ntiquity, but his a cco unt
e nds in the m id-nine te e nth ce ntury; re ga rding the de ve lo pm e nt o f te rm ino lo gy in the nine te e nth
ce ntury se e W illiba ld Ste inm e tz, “Die schwie rige Se lbstbe ha uptung de s de utsche n Bürge rtum s:
Be griffsge schichtliche Be m e rk unge n in so zia lhisto rische r Absicht”, in: R a ine r W im m e r (e d.), Das 19.
Jahrhundert: Sprachgeschichtliche Wurzeln des heutigen Deutsch, Be rlin: de Gruyte r, 1991, pp. 12-40.
5. ↑ C itize ns with po litica l rights in Athe ns cla ssic e ra we re by no m e a ns a ll tho se who re ce ive d a pe nsio n
o r la ndo wne rs. C o m pe nsa tio n fo r tho se who he ld po litica l o ffice s a nd e spe cia lly fo r tho se pa id fo r
the ir m ilita ry se rvice a s ro we rs o n the ships o f the De lia n Le a gue m e a nt tha t citize ns witho ut pro pe rty
co uld a lso pa rticipa te in the po lity po litica lly a nd a bo ve a ll m ilita rily.
6. ↑ O n pre m o de rn rights o f the Bürger: R e inha rt Ko se lle ck /Kla us Schre ine r (e ds.), Bürgerschaft: Rezeption
und Innovation der Begrifflichkeit vom Hohen Mittelalter bis ins 19. Jahrhundert, Stuttga rt: Kle tt-C o tta ,
1994; Ulrich Me ie r, Mensch und Bürger: Die Stadt im Denken spätmittelalterlicher Theologen, Philosophen
und Juristen, Munich:O lde nbo urg, 1994; o n so cia l the o ry in the e a rly m o de rn pe rio d se e C ra wfo rd B.
Ma cphe rso n, T he Po litica l T he o ry o f Po sse ssive Individua lism : Ho bbe s to Lo ck e , O x fo rd: C la re ndo n
P re ss 1962.
7. ↑ In English a nd Fre nch, in co ntra st, a num be r o f diffe re nt te rm s ha ve de ve lo pe d, so m e m o difica tio ns
o f the La tin te rm civitas (in Fre nch citoyen, in English citizen) but a lso m o de rnize d wo rds de rive d fro m
the ne w de fining principle , the a re a o f rule , the “Burg”, le a ding in Fre nch to bourgeois , in English to
burgher.
8. ↑ Se e Ko se lle ck /Schre ine r, Bürgerschaft.
9. ↑ It sho uld be re ca lle d tha t the te rm “Spießbürger” wa s o rigina lly in no wa y de ro ga to ry a nd re fe rre d to
a to wn’s le ss pro spe ro us Bürger. In Ha m burg, fo r e x a m ple , the re we re two k inds o f rights fo r Bürger:
To a tta in the highe r le ve l, a n individua l ha d to pa y the sum o f 150 m a rk s a nd be in po sse ssio n o f a
m usk e t; the lo we r fo rm ca lle d fo r a sm a lle r pa ym e nt a nd po sse ssio n o f a ha lbe rd o r Spieß (spe a r);
the we a po ns we re to be use d fo r m ilita ry se rvice to de fe nd the to wn, which wa s m a nda to ry fo r a ll
Bürger; se e Pe rcy Ernst Schra m m , Neun Generationen 1648-1948, 2 vo ls., Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck &
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R upre cht, 1963, he re vo l. 1, p. 106.
10. ↑ O n the co nste lla tio n in which this e m e rge d in the e a rly e ighte e nth ce ntury se e Wo lfra m Ma use r,
Konzepte aufgeklärter Lebensführung: Literarische Kultur im frühmodernen Deutschland, W ürzburg:
Kö nigsha use n und Ne um a nn, 2000, pp. 7-49; o n the fo rm a tio n o f bo urge o is culture a s a n re spo nse
to the pro ble m o f the disinte gra ting e sta te o rde r: Ka rl Eibl, Die Entstehung der Poesie, Fra nk furt a .M.:
Inse l, 1995; o n the nine te e nth ce ntury: Ma nfre d He ttling/Ste fa n-Ludwig Ho ffm a nn (e ds.), Der
bürgerliche Wertehimmel: Innenansichten des 19. Jahrhunderts , Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht,
2000. Ma rsha ll’s fre que ntly discusse d sche m e , which o ffe rs a dia chro nic typo lo gy tha t distinguishe s
the e m e rge nce o f the rights o f Bürger in the e ighte e nth ce ntury fro m po litica l rights in the nine te e nth
a nd fro m the so cia l(sta te ) rights in the twe ntie th ce ntury, co nce ntra te s o n the sta te sphe re a nd the
situa tio n in the twe ntie th ce ntury. It fa ils to a ddre ss the fa ct tha t po litica l a s we ll a s so cia l rights
e x iste d in the pre m o de rn societas civilis sive res publica: T ho m a s H. Ma rsha ll, Bürgerrechte und soziale
Klassen: Zur Soziologie des Wohlfartsstaates , Fra nk furt a .M.: C a m pus, 1992; Citizenship and Social Class ,
C a m bridge : C a m bridge Unive rsity P re ss, 1950.
11. ↑ Micha e l Sto lle is,“Unte rta n – Bürge r – Sta a tsbürge r: Be m e rk unge n zur juristische n Te rm ino lo gie im
spä te n 18. Ja hrhunde rt”, in: R udo lf Vie rha us (e ds.), Bürger und Bürgerlichkeit im Zeitalter der Aufklärung,
He ide lbe rg: Schne ide r, 1981, pp. 65-99.
12. ↑ Jo ha nn He inrich Go ttlo b vo n Justi, Der Grundriss einer guten Regierung, Fra nk furt a .M.: Ga rbe , 1759;
se e a lso Ho rst Dre itze l, Absolutismus und ständische Verfassung in Deutschlan:. Ein Beitrag zu Kontinuität
und Diskontinuität der politischen Theorie in der Frühen Neuzeit, Ma inz: vo n Za be rn, 1992, pp. 100-120.
13. ↑ T he citize n a s a m e m be r o f a po lity wa s incre a singly distinguishe d fro m the te rm hum a n be ing,
which wa s de fine d in te rm s o f na tura l la w a nd which ne ga te d the le ga l a nd po litica l bo unda rie s dra wn
by the co nce pt o f the citize n. T his is a lso why the rights o f citize ns a nd hum a n rights we re fo rm ula te d,
which link e d a spe cts o f the la w o f sta te s a nd na tura l la w.
14. ↑ O n the co m ple x de ba te s a nd pro visio ns re ga rding citize nship, no t o nly in Ge rm a ny, a nd the wa y in
which, in the nine te e nth ce ntury, this que stio n wa s be ing o ve rsha do we d by the dra wing o f na tio na l
bo rde rs, se e : Die te r Go se wink e l, Einbürgern und Ausschließen: Die Nationalisierung der Staatsangehörigkeit
vom Deutschen Bund bis zur Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht, 2001; Vito
Giro nda , Die Politik der Staatsbürgerschaft: Italien und Deutschland im Vergleich 1800-1914, Gö ttinge n:
Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht, 2010; Andre a s Fa hrm e ir, Citizens and Aliens: Foreigners and the Law in Britain
and the German States, 1789-1870, Ne w Yo rk : Be rgha hn, 2000; Re gula Arga st, Staatsbürgerschaft und
Nation. Ausschließung und Integration in der Schweiz 1848-1933, Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht,
2007; Be nno Ga m m e rl, Untertanen, Staatsbürger und Andere. Der Umgang mit ethnischer Heterogenität im
Britischen Weltreich und im Habsburgerreich 1867-1918, Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht, 2010.
15. ↑ O ne o f the a re a s in which le ga l a spe cts re m a in pe rce ptible is the que stio n o f le ga l a nd po litica l
o ppo rtunitie s fo r m ino ritie s; se e fo r e x a m ple Go se wink e l, Einbürgern und Ausschließen; Giro nda ,
Staatsbürgerschaft. – T he le ga l ba sis wa s e x plicitly a ba ndo ne d unde r the Na zi re gim e , which no t o nly
re je cte d the Bürger se m a ntics a nd inste a d e m pha size d the te rm Volk (pe o ple ) but a lso prio ritize d
purpo rte dly supe r-individua l crite ria o f “ra ce ” a nd Volk a bo ut o ve r le ga l no rm s.
16. ↑ Num e ro us a utho rs ha ve de scribe d bürgerliche so cie ty a nd in pa rticula r the histo ry o f the Bürgertum in
ca te go rie s o f rise a nd fa ll, se e fo r e x a m ple Ko ck a (e d.), Bürger und Bürgerlichkeit; Gunilla Budde ,
Blütezeit des Bürgertums. Bürgerlichkeit im 19. Jahrhundert, Da rm sta dt: W isse nscha ftliche
Buchge se llscha ft, 2009. A furthe r e x a m ple tha t ha s be e n influe ntia l with re spe ct to the de cline o f the
Bürgertum since a bo ut 1900 is Ha ns Mo m m se n, Die Auflösung des Bürgertums seit dem späten 19.
Jahrhundert, in: Ko ck a (e d.), Bürger, pp. 288-315; a nd, with m o re e m pha sis o n the ine vita bility o f
de cline , He rfrie d Münk le r, Der Erste Weltkrieg und das Ende der bürgerlichen Welt, Ha lle : Unive rsitä t
Ha lle -W itte nbe rg, 2015. A co nce ptua l a lte rna tive ha s be e n pre se nte d in co nne ctio n with the Ge rm a n
te rm s Formwandel o r Gestaltwandel (in English “cha nge in fo rm ”), first sugge ste d fo r re se a rch in this
co nte x t ra the r in pa ssing but with une quivo ca lly critica l re fe re nce to sim plistic pe rspe ctive s fro m so cia l
histo ry by Kla us Te nfe lde in his o utline o f po ssible fie lds o f study fo r the twe ntie th ce ntury. Se e Kla us
Te nfe lde , Sta dt und Bürge rtum im 20. Ja hrhunde rt, in: Kla usTe nfe lde /Ha ns-Ulrich We hle r (e ds.),
Wege zur Geschichte des Bürgertums , Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht, 1994, pp. 317-353, he re pp.
320, 337. O n “Bürgerlichkeit” a s a the o re tica l m o de l o f culture a nd a ctio n tha t spa ns histo rica l e ra s cf.
Ma nfre d He ttling, Bürge rliche Kultur – Bürge rlichk e it a ls k ulture lle s Syste m , in: Pe te r Lundgre e n (e d.),
Sozial- und Kulturgeschichte des Bürgertums , Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht, 2000, pp. 319-339;
Jo a chim Fische r, Wie sich das Bürgertum in Form hält, Springe : zu Kla m pe n, 2010, a lso e m pha size s the
e po ch-spa nning influe nce but se ts diffe re nt a cce nts; fo r a surve y o f the lite ra ture se e Andre a s Schulz,
Lebenswelt und Kultur des Bürgertums im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert, Munich: O lde nbo urg, 2005 a nd Budde ,
Blütezeit.
17. ↑ Se e Ge o rg W ilhe lm Frie drich He ge l, Ele m e nts o f the P hilo so phy o f R ight, C a m bridge : C a m bridge
Unive rsity P re ss 2011;T he te rm use d by Ma rx is “bo urge o is so cie ty”: Ka rl Ma rx /Frie drich Enge ls,
C o lle cte d Wo rk s, Lo ndo n: La wre nce a nd W isha rt, p. 213; Ge rm a n: Ka rl Ma rx , De utsche Ide o lo gie ,
“Bo urge o isge se llscha ft”, in: Ma rx -Enge ls-We rk e , Be rlin 1978, p. 178; se e Ma nfre d R ie de l,
“Ge se llscha ft, bürge rliche ”, in: Brunne r/C o nze /Ko se lle ck (e ds.), Geschichtliche Grundbegriffe, vo l. 2, pp.
719-800.
18. ↑ Ko se lle ck e t a l., Dre i bürge rliche We lte n? p. 20.
19. ↑ Wo m e n we re o nly a ble to a ssum e po sitio ns o the rwise re se rve d fo r m e n unde r e x ce ptio na l
circum sta nce s, fo r e x a m ple a s wido ws pe rm itte d to he a d a fa m ily busine ss; se e Andre a Lö the r,
Unpo litische Bürge r. Fra ue n und Pa rtizipa tio n in de r vo rm o de rne n po litische n P hilo so phie , in:
Ko se lle ck /Schre ine r (e ds.), Bürgerschaft, pp. 239-273.
20. ↑ Se e Gise la Bo ck , Women in European History, Ma lde n: Bla ck we ll 2001; Ute Fre ve rt (e d.), Bürgerinnen
und Bürger. Geschlechterverhältnisse im 19. Jahrhundert, Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht, 1988.
Am o ng the studie s tha t sho uld be no te d a re , o n the diffe re nt ro le m o de ls a nd o ptio ns fo r a ctio ns fo r
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wo m e n a nd m e n within bürgerliche fa m ilie s, Le o no re Da vido ff/C a the rine Ha ll, Family Fortunes. Men and
Women of the English Middle Class, 1780-1850, C hica go : Unive rsity o f C hica go P re ss, 1987; sim ila rly fo r
Ge rm a ny, R e be k k a Ha be rm a s, Frauen und Männer des Bürgertums. Eine Familiengeschichte (1750-1850) ,
Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht, 2000; e spe cia lly o n o ppo rtunitie s fo r ne w live liho o ds in the
twe ntie th ce ntury: C la udia Hue rk a m p, Bildungsbürgerinnen. Frauen im Studium und in akademischen
Berufen 1900-1945, Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht, 1995; Gunilla Budde (e d.) Frauen arbeiten.
Weibliche Erwerbstätigkeit in Ost- und Westdeutschland nach 1945, Gö ttinge n: Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht,
1997; Gunilla Budde , Frauen der Intelligenz. Akademikerinnen in der DDR 1945 bis 1975, Gö ttinge n:
Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht, 2003.
21. ↑ Article Bürger, in: Ja blo nsk i, Allgemeines Lexikon, vo l. 1, Kö nigsbe rg: Ha rtung, 1721, co lum n 117 (the
a rticle re m a ine d uncha nge d in la te r e ditio ns publishe d in 1748 a nd 1767); Article Bürger, in: Jo ha nn
He inrich Ze dle r, Großes vollständiges Universal-Lexikon aller Wissenschaften und Künste, vo l. 4, Ha lle :
Ze dle r, 1733, pp. 1875-78, he re p. 1876.
22. ↑ Article “Bürgerstand”, in: Brockhaus , vo l. 1, Le ipzig: Bro ck ha us, 5. Aufl. 1819, S. 205f.
23. ↑ O n the e duca te d se gm e nts o f the po pula tio n in the e ighte e nth ce ntury fo r who m the te rm
Bildungsbürger wo uld be m isle a ding, se e R udo lf Vie rha us, Um risse e ine r So zia lge schichte de r
Ge bilde te n in De utschla nd, in: R udo lf Vie rha us (e d.), Deutschland im 18. Jahrhundert, Gö ttinge n:
Va nde nho e ck & R upre cht, 1987, pp. 167-182; He inrich Bo sse , Ge le hrte und Ge bilde te – die Kinde r
de s 1. Sta nde s, in: Das achtzehnte Jahrhundert 32 (2008), pp. 13-37.
24. ↑ Se e C o nze /Ko ck a (e ds.), Bildungsbürgertum, vo l. 1; R e inha rt Ko se lle ck (e d.), Bildungsbürgertum im 19.
Jahrhundert, vol. 2: Bildungsgüter und Bildungswissen, Stuttga rt: Kle tt-C o tta , 1990; M. R a ine r Le psius
(e d.), Bildungsbürgertum im 19. Jahrhundert, vol. 3: Lebensführung und ständische Vergesellschaftung,
Stuttga rt: Kle tt-C o tta , 1992; Ko ck a (e d.), Bildungsbürgertum, vol. 4.
25. ↑ Se e Ulrich Enge lha rdt, “Bildungsbürgertum”. Begriffs- und Dogmengeschichte eines Etiketts , Stuttga rt:
Kle tt-C o tta , 1986, p. 189. In Ge rm a n the te rm s de ve lo pe d fro m Gelehrte/Gebildete a nd Gelehrtenstand
in the e ighte e nth ce ntury to gebildete Stände/Klassen (a ro und 1800) a nd gebildeter Mittelstand (the
Vormärz pe rio d), to gebildetes Bürgertum (se co nd ha lf o f the nine te e nth ce ntury) to the wo rd
Bildungsbürgertum in the twe ntie th ce ntury; se e ibid. T he re is no co m pa ra ble study o n the wo rd
Wirtschaftsbürger, this is a lso a la te r ne o lo gism but with e a rlie r a nte ce de nts. Be ca use o f Ma rx ’s
critique a nd po le m ics a ga inst the “bo urge o is”, this te rm wa s a t the ce nte r o f inte nsive discussio ns
a bo ut the e sse nce o f bürgerliche so cie ty since the nine te e nth ce ntury. T he de ba te a bo ut the “spirit o f
ca pita lism ” a ro und 1900 is o nly o ne such discussio n. Se e a lso We rne r So m ba rt, Der Bourgeois ,
Munich: Dunck e r & Hum blo t, 1923. So m ba rt’s fo cus is, ho we ve r, the inte lle ctua l histo ry o f m o de rn
e co no m ic hum a ns a nd a n a na lysis o f ca pita lism , no t a histo ry o f the co nce pts a nd so cia l
de ve lo pm e nt o f the Wirtschaftsbürger.
26. ↑ Article Bürgertum, in: Brockhaus , vo l. 3, Le ipzig: Bro ck ha us, fifte e nth e ditio n 1929, p. 530.
27. ↑ Article “Bürger, Bürgertum”, in: Meyers Lexikon, vo l. 2, Le ipzig: Biblio gra phische s Institut, e ighth
e ditio n 1937, pp. 304-306. In e ncyclo pe dia publishe d in the Na zi pe rio d, the te rm culture is a lso use d
in de finitio ns: “Na tio na l So cia lism se e k s to re pla ce o utda te d bürgerliche culture with a völkische culture
tha t is ba se d o n ra cia lly-de fine d Ge rm a n Volkstum”, Article Bürgertum, in: Der neue Brockhaus , vo l. 1,
Le ipzig: Bro ck ha us, se co nd e ditio n 1941, p. 414.
28. ↑ Article Bürger, in: Meyers Neues Lexikon, vo l. 2, Le ipzig: Biblio gra phische s Institut, 1972, p. 663-664.
29. ↑ O n the a ctua l histo ry o f m a rgina l gro ups within the Bürgertum in Ea st Ge rm a n so cie ty se e T ho m a s
Gro ßbö lting, SED-Diktatur und Gesellschaft. Bürgertum, Bürgerlichkeit und Entbürgerlichung in Magdeburg und
Halle, Ha lle : Mitte lde utsche r Ve rla g, 2001; Anna -Sa bine Ernst, Erbe und Hypo the k . (Allta gs-)Kulture lle
Le itbilde r in de r SBZ/DDR 1945-1961, in: Stiftung Mitte lde utsche r Kulturra t (e d.), Kultur und
Kulturträger in der DDR, Bo nn: Ak a de m ie -Ve rla g, 1993, pp. 9-72; C hristo ph Kle ßm a nn, R e lik te de s
Bildungsbürge rtum s in de r DDR , in: Ha rtm ut Ka e lble /Jürge n Ko ck a /Ha rtm ut Zwa hr (e ds.),
Sozialgeschichte der DDR, Stuttga rt: Kle tt-C o tta , 1994, pp. 254-270.
30. ↑ Article Bürgertum, in: Brockhaus , vo l. 2, W ie sba de n: Bro ck ha us, six te e nth e ditio n 1952, pp. 461-463,
he re p. 461. Se e a lso Ha ns Fre ye r, Bürge rtum , in: Handwörterbuch der Sozialwissenschaften, vo l. 2,
Stuttga rt: Fische r, 1959, pp. 453-457; the co nte nt is sim ila r to the Brockhaus a rticle .
31. ↑ Article Bürgertum, in: Brockhaus , vo l. 3, W ie sba de n: Bro ck ha us, se ve nte e nth e ditio n 1967, pp.
497-500; Article Bürgertum, in: Brockhaus , vo l. 2, W ie sba de n: Bro ck ha us, e ighte e nth e ditio n 1978, p.
401. Article Bürgertum, in: Meyers Neues Lexikon, vo l. 5, Ma nnhe im : Me ye rs Le x ik o nve rla g, ninth
e ditio n 1972, pp. 155-58; this te x t is clo se r to the po sitio ns o f histo ria ns tha n the Brockhaus a rticle
but the diffe re nce s in a sse ssm e nt a re m inim a l.
32. ↑ Article Bürgertum, in: Meyers Lexikon online (a cce sse d 18 Fe brua ry 2009; Meyer ha s no lo nge r be e n
a va ila ble o nline since Ma rch 2009, Brockhaus since Ja nua ry 2014).
33. ↑ Ko se lle ck e t a l., Drei bürgerliche Welten?, p. 27.
34. ↑ T he se ne w cla ss wa s co m po se d o f “a dm inistra tive civil se rva nts a nd cle rgy, pro fe sso rs a nd priva te
te a che rs, scho la rs a nd co urt tuto rs, syndici a nd m a gistra te jurists, judge s a nd Landschaftskonsulenten
(le ga l a dvise rs to the e sta te s), a tto rne ys a nd no ta rie s, physicia ns a nd a po the ca rie s, e ngine e rs a nd
m a no r la ndlo rds, write rs a nd jo urna lists, o ffice rs a nd dire cto rs o f sta te co m pa nie s, [...] e ntre pre ne urs
[...] who o pe ra te publishing ho use s a nd fa cto rie s, pro to fa cto rie s a nd ba nk s”, a nd o the rs fro m the
la rge a nd diffuse se gm e nt o f tho se who e a rn the ir living by tra de a nd ca lle d the m se lve s “m e rcha nts”.
Q uo te d fro m Ha ns-Ulrich We hle r, Deutsche Gesellschaftsgeschichte, vol. 1: Vom Feudalismus des Alten
Reiches bis zur defensiven Modernisierung der Reformära 1700-1815, Munich: C .H. Be ck , 1987, p. 204. In
this de ta ile d a nd illustra to ry list, the m e rcha nts we re m issing, a ltho ugh the y no do ubt the la rge st
gro up qua ntita tive ly o f Bürgerliche but fo r which the re wa s le a st re a so n to la be l the m a s ne w. In te rm s
o f the de finitio n crite ria a nd the ir o wn se lf-unde rsta nding, the y we re ce rta inly a m o ng tho se pe o ple
with spe cific so cia l functio ns who sto o d o utside the tra ditio na l e sta tist o rde r.
35. ↑ In a pre cise de scriptio n publishe d in the 1940s, Pe rcy Ernst Schra m m no te d this cha ra cte ristic
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co m bina tio n o f no t be lo nging to the no bility a nd a t the sa m e tim e no t e njo ying the unity o ffe re d by
the privile ge s o f the to wn citize nry; Schra m m a lso po inte d o ut why the te rm Bürgerliche wa s
m isle a ding: Pe rcy Ernst Schra m m , Hamburg, Deutschland und die Welt. Leistung und Grenzen
hanseatischen Bürgertums in der Zeit zwischen Napoleon und I. und Bismarck, Munich: C a llwe y, 1943, pp.
35-38. Schra m m ’s wo rk ha s be e n la rge ly igno re d in la te r re se a rch o n the histo ry o f the Bürgertum.
36. ↑ M. R a ine r Le psius, Zur So zio lo gie de s Bürge rtum s und de r Bürge rlichk e it, in: Ko ck a (e d.), Bürger und
Bürgerlichkeit, pp. 79-100, he re p. 79.
37. ↑ Ibid.
38. ↑ T his situa tio n m ust be vie we d o n the ba ck dro p o f the tra ditio ns o f Ge rm a n a gricultura l structure s
a nd the rura l o rde r. In o the r situa tio ns, fo r e x a m ple Switze rla nd, the Sca ndina via n co untrie s, o r No rth
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